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I thank you, Dear Sir, for the copy you have been so kind as to send me of the letter to your constituents on the 
Missouri question... this momentous question, like a fire bell in the night, awakened and filled me with terror. I 
considered it at once as the knell of the Union. it is hushed indeed for the moment. but this is a reprieve only, not a 
final sentence. a geographical line, coinciding with a marked principle, moral and political, once conceived and 
held up to the angry passions of men, will never be obliterated; and every new irritation will mark it deeper and 
deeper. I can say with conscious truth that there is not a man on earth who would sacrifice more than I would, to 
relieve us from this heavy reproach, in any practicable way. ...but, as it is, we have the wolf by the ear, and we can 
neither hold him, nor safely let him go. justice is in one scale, and self-preservation in the other....this certainly is 
the exclusive right of every state, which nothing in the constitution has taken from them and given to the general 
government.

-Thomas Jefferson 1820



It is impossible that the allied powers should extend their political system to any portion of either continent

without endangering our peace and happiness; nor can anyone believe that our southern brethren, if left to

themselves, would adopt it of their own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore, that we should behold

such interposition in any form with indifference. If we look to the comparative strength and resources of

Spain and those new Governments, and their distance from each other, it must be obvious that she can

never subdue them. It is still the true policy of the United States to leave the parties to themselves, in hope

that other powers will pursue the same course. . . .”

- Monroe 

Doctrine, 1823



I believe in the existence of a great, immortal, immutable principle of natural law...which proves the absolute 

right to an education of every human being that comes into the world; and which, of course, proves the 

correlative duty of every government to see that the means of that education are provided for all.... 

Massachusetts is parental in her government. More and more, as year after year rolls by, she seeks to 

substitute prevention for remedy, and rewards for penalties. She strives to make industry the antidote to 

poverty, and to counterwork the progress of vice and crime by the diffusion of knowledge and the culture of 

virtuous principles.

-Horace Mann to the 

Massachusetts Legislature, 1846



The existence of chattel slavery in a nation that claimed to be Christian, and the use of Christianity to justify 

enslavement, confronted black Evangelicals [Protestants] with a basic dilemma, which may be most clearly 

formulated in two questions: What meaning did Christianity, if it were a white man’s religion, as it seemed, 

have for blacks; and, why did the Christian God, if he were just as claimed, permit blacks to suffer so?  In 

struggling to answer these questions, a significant number of Afro-Americans developed a distinctive 

evangelical tradition in which they established meaning and identity for themselves as individuals and as 

people.  Simultaneously, they made an indispensable contribution to the development of American 

Evangelicalism.”

-Albert J. Raboteau, historian, African American 

Religion, 199



Well, children, where there is so much racket there must be something out of kilter. I think that ‘twixt the negroes 
of the South and the women at the North, all talking about rights, the white men will be in a fix pretty soon. But 
what’s all this here talking about?

That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to have the 
best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mudpuddles, or gives me any best place! 
And ain’t I a woman? Look at me! Look at my arm! I have ploughed and planted, and gathered into barns, and no 
man could head me! And ain’t I a woman? I could work as much and eat as much as a man —when I could get it 
—and bear the lash as well! And ain’t I a woman? I have borne thirteen children, and seen most all sold off to 
slavery, and when I cried out with my mother’s grief, none but Jesus heard me! And ain’t I a woman?

-Frances Gage of Sojourner Truth’s speech, 1851, to 
Akron Women’s Convention



But those, for whose emancipation we are striving, —constituting at the present time at least one-sixth part of our countrymen, 
—are recognised by the laws, and treated by their fellow beings, as marketable commodities—as goods and chattels—as brute 
beasts; —are plundered daily of the fruits of their toil without redress; —really enjoy no constitutional nor legal protection from 
licentious and murderous outrages upon their persons; —are ruthlessly torn asunder-the tender babe from the arms of its 
frantic mother—the heart-broken wife from her weeping husband—at the caprice or pleasure of irresponsible tyrants; —and, for 
the crime of having a dark complexion, suffer the pangs of hunger, the infliction of stripes, and the ignominy of brutal servitude. 
They are kept in heathenish darkness by laws expressly enacted to make their instruction a criminal offence.

These are the prominent circumstances in the condition of more than TWO MILLIONS of our people, the proof of which may be 
found in thousands of indisputable facts, and in the laws of the slaveholding States.

-William Lloyd Garrison, Declaration of the National Anti-
Slavery

Convention, December 14, 1833



When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one portion of the family of man to assume among the people 
of the earth a position different from that which they have hitherto occupied, but one to which the laws of nature and of nature’s 
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes that impel them to
such a course.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women are created equal…
The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and seizures of power on the part of man toward woman, seeking to 
establish an absolute tyranny over her. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world.

1. He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise.
2. He has compelled her to submit to laws in the formation of which she had no voice.
3. He has withheld from her rights which are given to the most ignorant and degraded men —both natives and foreigners.

-Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Declaration 
of Rights and Sentiments, 1848



SECTION 1. No negro shall be allowed to come within the limits of the town of St. Landry without special permission from his 
employers.
SECTION 3. Every freedman, free negro and mulatto shall, on the second Monday of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
six, and annually thereafter, have a lawful home or employment.
SECTION 4. Every Negro is required to be in the regular service of some white person, or former owner, who shall be held responsible 
for the conduct of said negro. 
SECTION 5. No Negro shall be permitted to preach, exhort, or otherwise declaim to congregations of colored people, without a special 
permission in writing from the president of the police jury.
SECTION 7. No freedman who is not in the military service shall be allowed to carry firearms, or any kind of weapons, within the limits of 
the town of St. Landry without the special permission of his employer, in writing, and approved by the mayor or president of the board of 
police.
SECTION 11. All the foregoing provisions apply to freedmen and freedwomen.

• -Black Code from St. 
Landry, Mississippi. July 3, 1865



“It being desirable for the peace, concord, and harmony of the Union of these states to settle and adjust 
amicably all existing questions of controversy between them arising out of the institution of slavery upon a 
fair, equitable, and just basis…

“We are told now… that the Union is threatened with subversion and destruction… If the Union is to be 
dissolved for any existing causes, it will be dissolved because slavery is interdicted or not allowed to be 
introduced into the ceded territories, because slavery is threatened to be abolished in the District of 
Columbia, and because fugitive slaves are not returned… to their masters…

“I am for staying within the Union and fighting for my rights.”

• -Henry Clay, Resolution on the 

Compromise of 1850, 1850



“Sometime during the summer of 1862, Lincoln concluded that emancipation had become a political and 

military necessity…Lincoln delayed his announcement until after a Union victory. On September 22, 1862 

Lincoln issued the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation. The initial Northern reaction was not 

encouraging. Not only did the Emancipation Proclamation alter the nature of the Civil War and American 

History, it also represented a turning point in Lincoln’s own thinking. For the first time it committed the 

government to enlisting Black soldiers in the Union Army. Lincoln now became in his own mind the Great 

Emancipator. He assumed the role that history had thrust upon him, and he tried to live up to it. He would 

later refuse suggestions that he rescind or modify the Proclamation in the interest of peace.”

-Eric Foner, historian, Give Me 

Liberty! An American History, 2014



“Should we consecrate a war that killed and maimed over a million Americans? Or should we question… whether 
this was really a war of necessity that justified its appalling costs…

“Very few Northerners went to war seeking or anticipating the destruction of slavery. They fought for the Union, 
and the Emancipation Proclamation was a means to that end: a desperate measure to undermine the South and 
save a democratic nation that Lincoln called ‘the last best, hope of earth.’…

“From the distance of 150 years, Lincoln’s transcendent vision at Gettysburg of a ‘new birth of freedom’ seems 
premature… Rather than simply consecrate the dead with words, he said, it is for ‘us the living’ to rededicate 
ourselves to the unfinished work of the Civil War.”

• -Tony Horwitz, journalist and writer, “150 Years of 
Misunderstanding the Civil War,”

• The Atlantic, June 2013



“Do not believe those who call us savages, rioters, incendiaries, and outlaws.  We seek our ends calmly, rationally, at the ballot 

box.  So far good order has marked all our proceedings.  But, we know how false, how inhuman, our adversaries are.  We know 

that if gold, if fraud, if force can defeat us, they will all be used.  And we have resolved that they will not defeat us.  We shall 

arm.  We shall meet fraud and falsehood with defiance, and force with force, if need be.

We are men, and propose to live like men in this free land, without the contamination of slave labor, or die like men, if need be, 

in asserting the rights of our race, our country, and our families.

California must be all American or all Chinese.  We are resolved that it shall be American, and are prepared to make it so.  May

we not rely upon your sympathy and assistance?

With great respect for the Workingman’s Party of California.

-

Dennis Kearney, President





[8] This, then, is held to be the duty of the man of wealth: To set an example of modest, unostentatious living, shunning display or extravagance; to 

provide moderately for the legitimate wants of those dependent upon him; and, after doing so…

[9] In bestowing charity, the main consideration should be to help those who will help themselves. Neither the individual nor the race is improved by 

alms giving. 

[10] The best means of benefiting the community is to place within its reach the ladders upon which the aspiring can rise-free libraries, parks, and 

means of recreation, by which men are helped in body and mind; works of art, certain to give pleasure and improve the general condition of the 

people; in this manner returning their surplus wealth to the mass of their fellows in the forms best calculated to do them lasting good.

– Excerpts from Andrew Carnegie’s Gospel of Wealth, 1889


















